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THESIS NARRATIVE 

In cities across the United States, The market prices 
for residential is at an all time high, in many cities you 
may be spending as much as 30%+ of your income for 
your monthly rent, this is only getting worse in large 
metropolitan areas across the country. With modern 
housing markets, apartments are commonly one in the 
same, you have standard one bedroom, efficiencies, 
etc. Generally speaking, unless you want to give up 
location, amenities, safety, or space, you are going to 
pay a hefty price. 

Recent college graduates are making an average of 
$51,000/year (Fain, 2019). With increasing rent prices 
in cities across the country, we are setting them up for 
failure, and with an estimated 3.8 Million new college 
graduates every year (Bustamante, 2019), this problem 
is widespread.  

Figure 01 | Inefficient Space Programing | Dane Vonasek 

THESIS ABSTRACT

In many cities throughout the USA, recent 
graduates have to deal with increasing rent 
prices with a very limited income. Standard 
apartment buildings and other types of 
dwellings are fairly standard with space and 
cost. Generally speaking, many residents only 
use their rental units for <12 hours/day, for 
the rest of the day that unit sits empty. So why 
not look at alternative solutions?

Recent graduates may not desire a lot of space/
higher rent, and rather save money by living 
farther from the city center. But why not find 
an alternative solution and develop a space of 
co-community living in a more prime location? 
Rent costs can be cut by lowering the amount 
of rentable square footage per private unit 
with an off-balance of increased amenity spaces 
and shared spaces. And thus the research was 
started. 

During this thesis research, I looked at 
alternative means of living in order to create a 
closer sense of community as well as cut down 
on rent costs. The proposal calls for a mixed 
use prefabricated residential development in 
downtown Nashville. By creating more means of 
mixed use, the site gains use throughout the day, 
increasing it’s value despite the lower cost of 
rent. 
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Efficiency standards in reference to design within 
modern apartments are fairly constant. Most 
apartments make up a place to rest/sleep, a place 
to cook, a place to bath, and a place to store your 
possessions. The problem with this practice is that 
a resident can only use one space at a time. While 
this may not be an issue in lower population density 
areas, in areas where the price per square foot can be 
unreasonably high, wasted space is wasted money.  

Figure 02 | Nakagin Capsule Tower Bedroom A | http://archeyes.com/
nakagin-capsule-tower-kisho-kurokawa/

THESIS NARRATIVE 

In cities across the country, many rent a space to live 
in, however due to their lives they only spend <12 
hours in the apartment per day. To spend $1,500+ per 
month on an apartment to have it sit empty 50% of the 
time does not seem like the best financial practice. 
This is why I propose a system of housing with higher 
efficiency in mind to not only cut down on wasted 
space, but to make use of  space 24 hours per day. This 
would primarily be designed for those of a younger 
generation, who have less possessions and don’t 
mind giving up space in return for less of a financial 
burden. 

 An excellent example of lower efficiency of space 
within an apartment is a shower/bath. A place to bathe 
is a necessity that every dwelling requires, however 
we use it for a very short amount of time every day. 
While this may not be an issue in smaller density cities, 
in places like New York City, where rent per square 
foot is known to be upwards of $4.98/SqFt/ month 
(Kolomatsky, 2018), this can become expensive quick. A 
standard 3’x3’ shower would cost you $537.84/Year 
just for the space in NYC. As a recent graduate making 
that $51,000 a year, $537.84 is a lot of money. If a 
design could be implemented that allowed that space 
to be used for other activities throughout the day, the 
price could be better justifiable. 

THESIS NARRATIVE 
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 Another macro scale way to look at efficiency 
is the use of a site, throughout cities in the USA, 
standard building plots make up structures, but what 
about those spaces that may be deemed unfit or less 
suitable for standard developments? Roundabouts, 
water ways, high traffic areas, etc. Through looking at 
less then ideal site work, efficiency and lower costs 
can be reached. 

 

Figure 03 |Inefficient Apartment Space  | Dane Vonasek 

THESIS NARRATIVE 

 To live and dwell within a space can be more 
than just someplace to lay your head at the end of 
the day. It can be a space to share ideas and grow as 
a person, to develop a sense of community with those 
that you live with. To find that good mix of private 
spaces and public community interaction, is the perfect 
sense of an alternative means of dwelling. With this 
project, I want to develop a space that allows for a 
younger generation to not only save money by residing 
in spaces designed with higher efficiency, but to find 
themselves living in an interpersonal community of 
close neighbors and colleagues. This would  allow 
one to develop their character further, both in a 
professional and personal sense.

 How is all of this achieved though? With 
developers being the center of all major real estate 
market decisions within a society, why would anyone 
want to attempt something new while charging less 
for rent. As opposed to continue the norm and raking 
in the profits from it. With this new classification of 
social housing, incentives need to be researched to 
provide reasoning for backers to become interested. 
Looking at other ways to develop a site may be 
beneficial, while the basis of a project might be lower 
cost housing, having a secondary use for the site and 
structure can be seen to have a lucrative value for 
surrounding businesses and communities. This would 
also work in part with the multi use space I am trying to 
reach. 

THESIS NARRATIVE 
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PROJECT TYPOLOGY:

The project typology is a modular based multifamily 
housing development designed with younger 
generations in mind, taking use of land of a city which 
may be deemed as less usable then your standard site. 
I imagine this building to create a space in which one 
may live and dwell within a community, giving up wasted 
space without sacrificing comfort, with a lower cost 
to rent in mind. High community interaction along with 
higher efficiency tied with development of less suitable 
land within an urban environment are core focuses. I 
want this project to be a staple of residential design 
with higher efficiency in mind for recent graduates 
and those of a younger generation who require less 
space and have less possessions then those of older 
generations.  

TITLE: Co-community Minimalistic dwelling
TYPOLOGY: Mixed use multi family residential 
STRUCTURE: Modular Prefabricated Units
Site: Nashville, TN
Project Size: <100,000 SqFt

MAJOR PROJECT ELEMENTS:

1. Private residential units
• High Efficiency in mind
• Multi use space - ability to change the usage of a 

space (ex. Living room turns into bedroom)
• Conscious of storage space 
• Modular construction
• Uses prefabricated furniture to save space/time

2. Co-community shared amenity 
spaces
• Lesser used spaces in mind (ex. Larger 

kitchen, laundry, larger living room/movie 
room

• Variety of uses
• Encourages interaction with other residents
• Both amenity and utility based - living rooms 

and storage rooms 

3. Mixed use spaces
• Encourage the use of the site throughout 

the day
• Retail spaces 
• Public gathering spaces
• Multi use  spaces - the usage can change 

depending on the time of day, event, etc. 
• Known as a recognizable landmark in 

Nashville
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USER/CLIENT DESCRIPTION

co-community residents 1-650 occupants

• Younger generation/young professionals
• Those who are new to the city and don’t want 

to search for room mates
• Individuals who have less possessions than 

most
• Residents who don’t spend much time at home
• Residents who would prefer to live closer 

to the city without paying the high cost of 
rent 

• Professionals  who are only going to be 
staying in Nashville for a short period of 
time (1-4 months)

Apartment staff 1-10 occupants

• Younger generation/young professionals
• Could be residents of the building
• Could be a part time position held by many 

residents, as an incentive to lower rent
• Staff would be in charge of leasing, 

maintenance, social functions, upkeep, etc.

Pedestrians/visitors 1-200 occupants 

• Those who use the site when residents are 
not,

• Those who use the site during non peak 
hours of residency

• Individuals who may be passing through or 
using one of the retail spaces located on 
site

• Pedestrians who may use the site as a 
meeting point

• Pedestrians commuting to work 

Retail staff 1-25 occupants 

• Retail users could be residents
• Occupants could be owners or workers of a 

business
• Occupants could be doing temporary 

contracting work on site
• Users would be from all social classes
 

USER/CLIENT DESCRIPTION
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THE SITE: Nashville 

NASHVILLE - TENNESSEE

Nashville, Tennessee was chosen as the perfect 
location for this thesis proposal due to a variety of 
factors.

• Increasing economy - growing metropolitan 
area

• Unique culture - perfect for young 
professionals relocating 

• Increasing cost in rent 

• Moderate climate, With this study I wanted to 
design for a climate outside of the Midwest 
with our harsh winters. 

Figure 04 |MAP OF USA| SOURCE IMAGE: https://www.google.
com/maps

THE SITE: Nashville  

The site chosen within Nashville is a round about 
located near the city center connecting 4 major 
streets. This location was chosen as to follow the 
design criteria I want to meet with the project. 

While being a residential structure, I want the project 
also to serve the community in other ways. Ways of 
mixed use and community interaction so the site will 
see use throughout the day, not only when residents 
are home. The roundabout was chosen as it is seen 
as a center point in the city, however development is 
difficult due to the high level of traffic and trouble 
passing through the site as a pedestrian.

Figure 05 |SITE MAP| SOURCE IMAGE: https://www.google.
com/maps
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THE SITE: Nashville 

Figure 06 |SITE VIEW A - AERIAL | https://www.google.com/
maps

Figure 07 |SITE VIEW B - 8TH AVE S. NORTH SIDE | https://
www.google.com/maps

THE SITE: Nashville 

Figure 08 |SITE VIEW C - KOREANS VET. BLVD. | https://www.
google.com/maps

Figure 09 |SITE VIEW D- 8TH AVE. S. SOUTH SIDE | https://
www.google.com/maps

Figure 10 |SITE VIEW E - LAFAYETTE ST. | https://www.google.
com/maps
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THE PROJECT EMPHASIS 

1. TO EXPLORE ALTERNATE MEANS OF 
DWELLING FOR YOUNGER GENERATIONS, 
TO MAKE A PLACE OF RESIDENCY TO STAND 
FOR MORE THEN JUST WHERE YOU RESIDE. 
A PLACE OF RESIDENCY COULD HELP YOU 
NETWORK, BUILD FRIENDSHIPS, MEET NEW 
PEOPLE, ETC. 

2. ALTERNATIVE USE AND DEVELOPMENT OF 
THE SITE TO EMPLOY USE THROUGHOUT THE 
DAY. THE BUILDING SHOULD NOT SIT EMPTY 
HALF THE DAY WHILE THE OCCUPANTS ARE AT 
WORK, THE SITE SHOULD BE USED FOR MORE 
THEN JUST A PLACE OF RESIDENCY. MIXED 
USE CAN BE TAKEN FURTHER THEN YOUR 
STANDARD USE IN CITES, WHICH IS JUST TO 
INCLUDE RETAIL OR OTHER USES ON SITE. 

3. DEVELOP HIGHER MEANS OF EFFICIENCY 
IN DESIGN TO REDUCE UNUSED SPACE. 
TO DRAW DOWN COSTS OF RENT, LOWER 
SQUARE FOOTAGE IS REQUIRED. THIS CAN BE 
ACHIEVED BY REPLACING LARGE APARTMENTS 
WITH COMPACT APARTMENTS PAIRED WITH 
SHARED AMENITY SPACES. 

GOALS OF THE THESIS 

Goals for this alternative means of 
dwelling:

1. Locating the ambitions and needs of younger 
generations

2. Finding alternative uses for space to create 
community interaction throughout the day

3. Understand the working relationship 
between individuals residing together

4. Create alternate uses of the project besides 
its primary residency use. 

5. All ideas must be feasible in today’s society, 
this refers to both cost and practicality. 

6. Find alternative means of dwelling for the 
ideal user
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PLANS FOR PROCEEDING 

1. Definition of research direction:
With the submission of this proposal, I will continue 
on with the research/design process to further build 
the case for my thesis. I will start with a further 
look into what users find would be the ideal living 
situation via surveys and interviews. I will need to 
interview a few different types of people, as this 
type of living situation is not the best solution for 
everyone, but can be for the right type of individual. 
To accompany that I will be studying more research 
via publications to find high efficiency solutions 
to many of the shortcomings of modern residential 
design. 

2. Design methodology: 
I will be taking a trip to Nashville over thanksgiving 
break, and will use that time to further analyze 
the site and find inspiration from the surrounding 
context to create a conceptual idea for the 
structure. Public interaction will be taken into 
close practice when designing the overall concept 
of design, I will start this when in Nashville and 
continue with it once I return to Fargo. Moving on 
from there I will move onto the schematic design 
phase and compile a conceptual plan paired with 
a proforma to conclude if the project is feasible. 
Moving forward I will continue with the standard 
design process that is widely practiced to conclude 
with a final design solution come my thesis’s 
completion in may. 

3. Documentation of the design process 
I will document this project via a thesis book, I 
will cover the entire design process as well as the 
research portion and cover it in detail in the book. 
For programs I am primarily going to be working in 
the BIM software Revit, as it is the best program for 
studying spaces. 

Plans for proceeding - 
Schedule 

Figure 11|SCHEDULE FOR PROCEEDING | DJV
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Thesis 
Research
Program 

To find the best course of action in 
relation to design

THESIS RESEARCH RESULTS FROM THE 
THEORETICAL PREMISE

How can we properly design housing 
systems with younger generations 
in mind? What do today’s young 

professionals require when dwelling in a 
new environment?

In today’s society, there is a repetitive problem taking 
a foothold in cities throughout America. We are setting 
up our younger generations up for financial ruin, rent 
prices are out of reach with current debt rates, and 
little is being done to support our nation’s young 
professionals. They are our future as a nation, and 
unless this problem is solved, we will never be able to 
fully prosper to our full ability. 

The topic of this research will be to find an affordable 
solution to the housing crisis with recent graduates. 
To find a system of housing that lowers rent costs, 
while creating a social atmosphere that allows for an 
advancement of character and individualism. 
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• Typology Research: 
 Carmel Place 
 DriveLine Studios 
 Quarters Chicago 
 Habitat 67 
 Nakagin Capsule Tower

• Literature review: 
 Minimalism Life // The minimalists -  
 Taking a look at the minimalist lifestyle   
 and its benefits into this typology 
 
 Rick Underground’s 2019 guide to co- 
 living spaces in NYC: How to tell the   
   communal disruptors apart // Mimi    
   O’Connor - Taking a look at different  
 Co-Living opportunities currently 
available.  
 

 Small Studio Apartment Design -Looking     
  into alternative techniques to create an    
  illusion of space .  
 

• Research Study:
 Survey Based questionnaire to find the 
best   design solutions for a recent 
graduate co   community housing system.

RESULTS FROM THE 
THEORETICAL PREMISE

PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Case Studies 

COMMUNITY LIVING: CARMEL PLACE

MODULAR CONSTRUCTION: DRIVELINE 
STUDIOS

COMMUNITY LIVING: QUARTERS CHICAGO

MODULAR CONSTRUCTION: HABITAT 67

MODULAR CONSTRUCTION: NAKAGIN CAPSULE 
TOWER

ONLY THROUGH THE UNDERSTANDING 
OF CURRENT DESIGN CAN WE STRIVE TO 

DESIGN FOR THE FUTURE. 

CASE STUDIES ARE A BENEFICIAL WAY TO DO THIS, 
COVERING BOTH TOPICS OF COMMUNITY LIVING 
SITUATIONS AS WELL AS MODULAR CONSTRUCTION. 
A FURTHER UNDERSTANDING CAN BE DETERMINED 
TO BETTER PLAN OUT RESEARCH PRACTICES FOR 
THE CO-COMMUNITY LIVING DEVELOPMENT I PLAN TO 
RESEARCH. 
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PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Carmel Place 

ARCHITECT: nARCHITECTS
CITY: NEW YORK, NEW YORK
TYPOLOGY: MULTI FAMILY RESIDENTIAL 
STRUCTURE: STEEL STUDDED MODULAR 
UNIT
SQUARE FOOTAGE: 35,000 SqFt
UNITS/OCCUPANTS: 55 UNITS + RETAIL 

Figure 12 |Carmel place street view | http://narchitects.com/work/
carmel-place/

DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS:
Carmel Place (formerly known as My Micro NY) was 
the result of a design competition in the adapt NYC, 
which was put in to explore the new housing market, 
and the needs of NYC’s population. Due to being the 
first of its kind in NYC, many regulations were given 
a pass including minimum unit size (this was put into 
place to prevent landlords taking advantage of the 
less fortunate by forcing them to live in slum like 
apartments), and density limitations. The structure 
consists of 55 prefabricated united, tied together 
with 10 modular units used for circulation and 
structure. The space is made up of both retail spaces 
and residential units, combined with a high number 
of shared amenity spaces. The structure is made up 
of a total of 65 prefabricated modular units welded 
together. This process shortened on site construction 
times and required less time for a crane to be on site.

PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Carmel Place 

Figure 13 |Carmel place floor plans | http://narchitects.com/work/
carmel-place/
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PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Carmel Place 

The overall design is based off of a quad tower 
design to create a sense of identity for the structure 
which can also be solely made up of prefabricated 
modular units. The idea of minimal living was a primary 
focus with the smaller tower design, and the design 
decisions can be seen when taken in relation to the 
over all city block. The scale is incredibly small when 
seen next to your standard NYC sized structure, only 
sizing up at a 5,000 SqFt Lot.

Figure 14 |Carmel place living room| http://narchitects.com/work/
carmel-place/

Figure 15 |Carmel place site | Source Image: https://
www.google.com/maps

22 of the 55 units in Carmel Place are designated for 
affordable housing, and 8 of those are section 8, the 
other half are all standard units prices at around 3K 
Per unit at this time. This is interesting because the 22 
affordable housing units in the building are listed for 
$950, which is 1/3 of the cost. 3K for a Small studio 
unfortunately is somewhat standard when is comes to 
New York living. Given the simplicity of these units I 
do not believe the costs justify the space, and for my 
thesis I want to focus specifically on a lower cost unit 
as to fit the needs of recent college graduates.  This 
residency is over 40%more for the space as a standard 
apartment, making this residence almost twice as 
expensive as the market price. These inflated prices 
are due to many of the amenities that the residency 
provides. 
 

PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Carmel Place 

Figure 16 |Carmel place programing section| http://narchitects.com/
work/carmel-place/
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PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Carmel Place 

PROJECT ELEMENTS: 
• 55 RESIDENTIAL UNITS
• 22/55 ARE AFFORDABLE HOUSING
• 8/55 ARE SECTION 8 HOUSING
• Exercise ROOM
• ROOF DECK
• BIKE STORAGE
• PUBLIC LOBBY

Incorporated into Carmel Place, a service called 
Ollie is in place. Ollie is an application that allows 
residents to have a personal butler at the touch of 
a finger so to speak. They are able to use Ollie to 
pick up groceries, drop off dry cleaning, etc. It is one 
of the primary reasons that rent is higher then your 
standard efficiency space. This service however is not 
offered to the 22 affordable housing units.  

Figure 17 |Carmel place modular construction | http://narchitects.
com/work/carmel-place/

PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Carmel Place 

SPACE PROGRAMING 
FOR BOTH PUBLIC 
AND RESIDENTIAL 
FLOORS. 

Figure 18 |Carmel place Level 1 Programming | Source Image: 
https://www.world-architects.com/en/architecture-news/reviews/
carmel-place-1

Figure 19 |Carmel place Level 2-8 Programming | Source Image: 
https://www.world-architects.com/en/architecture-news/reviews/
carmel-place-1
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PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Carmel Place 

Modular Units can be seen separated 
into sections. 

Figure 20 |Carmel place Level 1 modular layout| Source Image: 
https://www.world-architects.com/en/architecture-news/reviews/
carmel-place-1

Figure 21 |Carmel place Level 2-8 modular layout| Source Image: https://
www.world-architects.com/en/architecture-news/reviews/carmel-place-1

TAKE AWAY FROM THE STUDY: 
Simplistic living should have the benefits of a lower 
percentage of income being spent on rent. Because 
of this I do not feel that this study is a good 
representation of the type of living situation I am 
researching. It does however offer a great example 
of space saving solutions within an apartment and the 
benefits of modular construction. 

PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Carmel Place 

IMPACT OF THE PROJECT: 
While this project was created to become a staple of 
simplistic living, due to the high costs of rent that 
goal was not really achieved. It was however a staple 
of compact living, given that many regulations were 
suspended for its construction. Following suit, many 
new developments in NYC are somewhat following the 
space saving examples of this project, so the project 
was not a total loss. 

Figure 22 |Carmel place construction phases| http://narchitects.com/work/
carmel-place/
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PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Driveline Studios 

ARCHITECT: LOT-EK
CITY: JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA 
TYPOLOGY: MULTI FAMILY RESIDENTIAL 
STRUCTURE: UPCYCLED SHIPPING 
CONTAINERS
SQUARE FOOTAGE: 75,000 SqFt
YEAR: 2017

Figure 23 |drivelines studios street view a | https://www.archdaily.
com/905460/drivelines-studios-lot-ek

PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Driveline Studios 

DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS: 
Drivelines Studios is a multi family residential 
structure located in South Africa, it was designed by 
LOT-EK Which is a studio that specializes in modular 
construction via upcycled shipping containers. 
The structure is designed to fit within the unique 
triangular site, triangles can also be seen on the 
exterior facades to represent the essence of the site. 
Two wings make up the structure with modular units 
stacked up 8 levels, all of which are supported by the 
shipping containers modular structure. A total of 140 
upcycled containers are used, and the colors were 
kept original to create a unique patina over the entire 
structure. 

Figure 24 |drivelines studios floor plan|https://www.archdaily.
com/905460/drivelines-studios-lot-ek
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Retail makes up the ground level on one wing facing 
the street, the rest of the structure is residential. 
The building follows Johannesburg’s plan for an 
increase in urban living, and to increase community 
interaction within dwelling units. 

PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Driveline Studios 

Figure 25 |drivelines studios unit pictures|https://www.archdaily.
com/905460/drivelines-studios-lot-ek

Figure 26 |drivelines studios Street View B |https://www.archdaily.
com/905460/drivelines-studios-lot-ek

PROGRAM ELEMENTS:
• RESIDENTIAL UNITS
• SHARED CIRCULATION SPACE
• RETAIL SPACE 

PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Driveline Studios 

Figure 27 |drivelines studios space programing a | SOURCE IMAGE: https://
www.archdaily.com/905460/drivelines-studios-lot-ek
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PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Driveline Studios 

IMPACT OF THE PROJECT: 
Driveline Studios was an excellent example of the 
lower cost modular construction can supply. As well 
as how a community can increase activity through 
interaction via the central access circulation, 
many projects follow suit in South Africa to revive 
neighborhoods. 

TAKE AWAY:
Driveline Studios is an excellent example of how 
to increase community interaction, however due to 
the large scale of the apartments I do not find this 
project to be the perfect example to follow. A more 
viable solution would be to cut down on individual 
space within units, and increase the use of shared 
amenity spaces. 

Figure 28 |drivelines studios space programing B | SOURCE IMAGE: https://
www.archdaily.com/905460/drivelines-studios-lot-ek

PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Quarters - Chicago

ARCHITECT: UNKNOWN
CITY: CHICAGO IL
TYPOLOGY: MULTI FAMILY RESIDENTIAL 
STRUCTURE: Steel
SQUARE FOOTAGE: UNKNOWN
UNITS/OCCUPANTS: UNKNOWN
YEAR: 2018

Figure 29 |quarters Chicago building view a| https://Chicago.goquarters.
com/west-loop/
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PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Quarters - Chicago

DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS: Quarters, 
Chicago is a co-community living development that ties 
a dorm style apartment in with modern residential 
practices. The building is located on the upper floors 
of a mixed use structure located in the Fulton Market 
neighborhood of Chicago. The building does not appear 
to be modular construction which doesn’t follow the 
goals of this thesis, however the programming of the 
space is exactly what I am trying to achieve. 

Quarters is the perfect programming example, as they 
pair like minded people in the same apartment. This 
allows for networking opportunities as well as the 
ability to make friends. They have quite a few amenity 
spaces that are shared by all residents, which allows 
occupants to spread out, outside of their private 
bedrooms. Quarters also frequently holds bbq’s and 
other social events within the space to encourage 
community interaction. 

Figure 30 |quarters Chicago roof view | https://Chicago.goquarters.com/
west-loop/

PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Quarters - Chicago

IMPACT OF THE PROJECT:
Following this suit, a number of other dorm style 
apartments have popped up all over the country all 
headed up by the same developer. The project is a 
fantastic way to create new communities and create 
unique experiences for its tenants. Due to the lower 
usage of space per resident, rent has been seen to be 
lower in these types of housing developments. 

Figure 31 |quarters Chicago private room | 
https://Chicago.goquarters.com/west-loop/

Figure 32 |quarters Chicago shared living room | 
https://Chicago.goquarters.com/west-loop/
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PROGRAM ELEMENTS:
• ROOFTOP DECK 
• SHARED KITCHENS
• PRIVATE BEDROOMS
• LAUNDRY FACILITIES
• FITNESS CENTER
• BIKE ROOM
• OUTDOOR CINEMA 
• BUSINESS CENTER
• OFFICES 

PROJECT TAKEAWAYS:
Quarters in Chicago is an excellent example as far 
as programing goes for my thesis. Their dorm style 
apartments with leases by the bedroom instead of by 
the unit allows for total strangers to live together, 
saving money. The construction techniques are fairly 
standard and most likely will not be replicated. The 
amenity spaces along with the community interaction 
should be noted and possibly further researched, as 
they would prove to be beneficial to the overall goals 
of my thesis. 

PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Quarters - Chicago

Figure 33 |quarters Chicago shared rest room | 
https://Chicago.goquarters.com/west-loop/

PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Habitat 67

ARCHITECT: MOSHE SAFDIE 
CITY: MONTREAL, CANADA 
TYPOLOGY: MULTI FAMILY RESIDENTIAL 
STRUCTURE: CONCRETE MODULAR UNITS
SQUARE FOOTAGE: UNKNOWN
UNITS/OCCUPANTS: 158
YEAR: 1967

Figure 34 |habitat 67 view a | https://www.archdaily.com/404803/
ad-classics-habitat-67-moshe-safdie
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DESIGN PRINCIPLES:
Habitat 67 is a unique project as how it came to be, the 
project started as Moshe Safdie’s thesis project, and 
after its completion it was submitted to the World Fair 
1967. The project was built as a modular residential 
project, and was planned to house over 1000 
occupants, the Canadian government however toned 
that back to only 158 occupants. 

PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Habitat 67

PROGRAM ELEMENTS:

• 158 HOUSING UNITS
• 354 PREFABRICATED MODULES 

Figure 35 |habitat 67 construction | https://www.archdaily.
com/404803/ad-classics-habitat-67-moshe-safdie

PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Habitat 67

Figure 36 |habitat 67 view b | https://www.archdaily.com/404803/
ad-classics-habitat-67-moshe-safdie

Figure 37 |habitat 67 floor plans | https://www.archdaily.
com/404803/ad-classics-habitat-67-moshe-safdie
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PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Habitat 67

IMPACT OF THE PROJECT: 
Habitat 67 was a revolutionary design style for 
its time. Given that most world fair structures are 
temporary, the fact that this structure is still 
standing is a notation to its impact. Following it’s 
construction, a number of similar developments 
sprouted up around the world, such as Ricardo 
Boffil’s project, the Kafka Castle. As far as modular 
construction goes, Habitat 67 actually came out to be 
more expensive to build then planned due to a variety 
of unseen circumstances. So while the idea was solid, 
the follow through was less then adequate. 

Figure 38 |habitat 67 view C | https://www.archdaily.
com/404803/ad-classics-habitat-67-moshe-safdie

PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Habitat 67

TAKE AWAY: 
Habitat 67 is a staple of architecture when it comes 
to residential design, it really opened new doors 
for building construction as it didn’t really follow 
the standard high rise or mid rise construction 
technique. The organizational layout thrives today 
as an excellent implementation of design, with many 
developments following its inspiration. It would be 
beneficial to consider the organizational layout of 
these spaces, but to draw away from their construction 
techniques as it was quite expensive to build. 

Figure 40 |habitat 67 view e | https://www.archdaily.
com/404803/ad-classics-habitat-67-moshe-safdie

Figure 39 |habitat 67 view d | https://www.archdaily.
com/404803/ad-classics-habitat-67-moshe-safdie
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ARCHITECT: KISHO KUROKAWA
CITY: TOKYO, JAPAN 
TYPOLOGY: MULTI FAMILY RESIDENTIAL 
STRUCTURE: CONCRETE & STEEL 
MODULAR UNITS
SQUARE FOOTAGE:  33,000 SQFT
UNITS/OCCUPANTS: 140
YEAR: 1972

PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Nakagin Capsule Tower

Figure 41 |NAKAGIN CAPSULE TOWER VIEW A | http://
archeyes.com/nakagin-capsule-tower-kisho-kurokawa/

PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Nakagin Capsule Tower

DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS: 
The Nakagin Capsule Tower is a unique project in it’s 
typology. It was not only a multi family residential unit, 
but was specifically designed for professionals and 
traveling businessmen. Each unit is preconstructed 
and only took 3 hours to construct. Each unit 
included a built in bath, bed, and a few personal 
amenities such as a color TV, which for the time was 
pretty classy. The core to the structure is fairly 
fascinating with the Egress stair system, It wraps 
around the core (elevator) with an ever rising stair 
system integrated with the primary circulation 
connecting all the units. This staircase is built with 
bearing walls on all 4 sides separating the units 
from the primary stair case circulation. Each unit was 
designed to be easily replaceable when repairs needed 
to be made, but the structure never saw much upkeep. 

Figure 42 |NAKAGIN CAPSULE TOWER UNIT DETAILS | http://
archeyes.com/nakagin-capsule-tower-kisho-kurokawa/
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PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Nakagin Capsule Tower

Figure 43 |NAKAGIN CAPSULE TOWER BEDROOM B | http://
archeyes.com/nakagin-capsule-tower-kisho-kurokawa/

Figure 44 |NAKAGIN CAPSULE TOWER VIEW B | http://
archeyes.com/nakagin-capsule-tower-kisho-kurokawa/

PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Nakagin Capsule Tower

PROGRAM ELEMENTS:
• 140 CAPSULE APARTMENTS
• CENTRAL LOAD BEARING CIRCULATION 

IMPACT OF THE PROJECT: 
The Nakagin Capsule Tower was a fantastic example of 
design for the Japanese culture, the exact structural 
system and removable pods may not have been 
replicated through out other projects. However  the 
compact design principle has been followed through 
other studies and projects. 

Figure 45 |NAKAGIN CAPSULE TOWER VIEW C| http://archeyes.
com/nakagin-capsule-tower-kisho-kurokawa/
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PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Nakagin Capsule Tower

Figure 46 |NAKAGIN CAPSULE TOWER SPACE PROGRAMING A | SOURCE 
IMAGE:  http://archeyes.com/nakagin-capsule-tower-kisho-kurokawa/

Figure 47 |NAKAGIN CAPSULE TOWER MODULAR LAYOUT| SOURCE IMAGE: http://
archeyes.com/nakagin-capsule-tower-kisho-kurokawa/

PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Nakagin Capsule Tower

HERE THE 
UNIQUE CORE/
CIRCULATION 
SYSTEM CAN 
BE ANALYZED 
CLOSER.

Figure 48 |NAKAGIN CAPSULE TOWER SPACE PROGRAMING B | SOURCE IMAGE: 
https://en.wikiarquitectura.com/building/nagakin-capsule-tower/#nakagin-capsule-
axonometria
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TAKEAWAY OF THE PROJECT: 
I find that the Nakagin Capsule Tower is an excellent 
example of structure and construction for my 
primary project elements I want to meet for my Thesis. 
However, due to the very limited amenity space, the 
community aspect is not there. The core system is very 
unique and should be further analyzed for space 
saving solutions. The detachable unit system is fairly 
interesting, however I am not sure how practical 
this system is as it would take a crane to remove the 
unit which would heavily disrupt an active traffic 
intersection. 

PRECEDENT RESEARCH: 
Nakagin Capsule Tower

Figure 49 |NAKAGIN CAPSULE TOWER VIEW D| http://
archeyes.com/nakagin-capsule-tower-kisho-kurokawa/

A literature Review, or to look further 
into researched topics via analysis of 
past publications. The perfect way to 

find the best solution based on previous 
works. 

RESEARCH - LITERATURE REVIEW 
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Minimalism is the lifestyle of living with less, Less 
possessions, less expenses, less everything. It is 
thought that this type of lifestyle can both increase 
happiness by allowing you to focus on more important 
things in life, as well as help financially as you are 
responsible for less possessions. 

This can relate to your living situation, to live a simple 
life without the burdens of possessions can prove to 
be a great way to increase financial security. Beyond 
this, minimalism could extend to your possessions as 
well, only having a limited wardrobe, only owning a 
certain number of important items, etc. Through the 
written Blog, Minimalism Life, a look is taken into this 
type of lifestyle and the benefits it offers. 

For this literature review, I will be looking at a number 
of written journals spoken about on the blog.

RESEARCH - LITERATURE REVIEW - A 
Look At A Minimalistic Lifestyle 

Figure 50| Intentions of Minimalism|https://
minimalism.life/

A Quiet Place 
In this journal, the authors speak about their 
experiences living in remote wilderness in Montana for 
an extended period of time. Through this newfound 
loneliness, the author was able to refocus her 
strength on personal growth and is able to complete 
a book she had been working on. It could be said 
that she used the downsides of living in isolation 
to reinforce positive things in her life. Making the 
most of an unpleasant situation. This mind set could 
be refocused to other situations. If you are moving 
to a new urban center and are unsure or unhappy 
about your current predicament, you could refocus 
that energy to reach goals in other points in your 
life. These goals may be work related, or personal 
professional advancement, etc.

Figure 51| A Quiet Place - Pillows |https://
minimalism.life/

RESEARCH - LITERATURE REVIEW - A 
Look At A Minimalistic Lifestyle 
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12 Chairs Lighter 

This journal was a whole section focused on reducing 
the amount of furniture one owns, which heavily ties 
into the ideal of simplifying private space within a 
dwelling. In the journal the author stated that they 
had 31 items in their home in which someone could use 
to sit on during a visit, however the number of guests 
they would have over in their compact home was never 
31 people, so the issues start. The author moved into 
a smaller house and took all of their furniture with 
them and when they couldn’t fit it, they ended up 
storing quite a few items in their garage. Setting items, 
you don’t have room for and will most likely never use. 
One generally doesn’t find themselves moving around 
their homes sitting in multiple chairs until they have 
all been sat in, I know for myself I have a single sofa 
in my apartment that I tend to go to. At the end of the 
authors ordeal, they downsized their seating capacity 
to 19 items which still in my mind is quite a bit but they 
have an entire home to furnish. To design a space with 
simplicity in mind, it would be beneficial to only include 
the bare minimum of seating that a resident would 
need plus a seat or two for a guest. Creating shared 
community spaces would make up for the limited seating 
within units.

Figure 52| A Humble Chair |https://minimalism.life/

RESEARCH - LITERATURE REVIEW - A 
Look At A Minimalistic Lifestyle 

Less Stuff, More Value

Here the writer talks about the process of 
supplementing a vast quantity of items for a small 
collection of specially picked items. Minimalism in itself 
is to refrain from buying things unless you absolutely 
need them. De cluttering, or ridding yourself of 
items which you no longer need is a vital part of a 
minimalist lifestyle. Organizing your possessions 
and finding what you haven’t used in years is a great 
start to reducing your belongings to only what you 
need. Through this process, living a simple lifestyle 
can become easier which follows with the goal of this 
thesis project. With the idea of ridding yourself of 
unneeded possessions, removing the urge of impulse 
purchases is also of beneficial value. A better course 
of action is to deeply think through a purchase and 
ask yourself, do I really need this? If the answer is 
maybe then you most likely won’t need it. 

Figure 53|Possessions, Less is more |https://
minimalism.life/

RESEARCH - LITERATURE REVIEW - A 
Look At A Minimalistic Lifestyle 
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Co-Living:
Covering this write up, Brick underground looked at 
different companies based out of New York City that 
run co-living apartments. The market is fairly new, 
however there seems to be quite a bit of interest. For 
one of my case studies I covered Quarters out of 
Chicago, Quarters has a number of locations around 
the USA as well as Europe. The idea of Co-Living is a 
great system for many young professionals as well 
as digital nomads. With this system you are able to 
achieve all the benefits of living with room mates, 
without the hassle of finding roommates in a new city, 
dealing with leasing, etc. 

The way most of these companies work, they rent out 
rooms by the bed, not the overall unit. So when you 
move in you will be paying a rent and a deposit for your 
individual room, instead of the whole unit. This system 
can be beneficial to many, as finding room mates in a 
city where you may not know anyone can be incredibly 
difficult, and if you do find some you run into the 
problem of getting stuck in a lease. The ability to pay 
rent week by week removes the problem of committing 
to a possible bad room mate situation. 

Bills and everything else are taken with a unique 
paying system in many of these residencies. Instead of 
including them in your rent, they tend to split them 
evenly between everyone in the building. Because of 
this, residents are less likely to waste energy, leaving 
lights on, etc. 

The units are fully furnished, as to remove the need 
for residents to move in their own furniture. The 
aesthetic changes between company, everyone has their 
own style. Some have a very minimalist décor, while 
some look like a west elm store. 

RESEARCH - LITERATURE REVIEW - A 
Look At Co-Community Living 

The move in process can also be very different from 
that of a standard apartment. Many companies lack 
the stringent income requirements and such, and only 
require a credit/background check as well as a short 
interview to see if you would be a good fit for a co-
living situation. 

So what’s the primary difference between the dozens 
of different companies? Preferences, given that there 
are dozens of companies that offer this, competition is 
in the market making rent prices lower for all. Besides 
that you’re overall preference with living style comes 
into play, aesthetic style, social events, etc. 

Figure 54|Co-Living Room|https://www.
brickunderground.com/rent/nyc-coliving-spaces-
differences-features-prices

RESEARCH - LITERATURE REVIEW - A 
Look At Co-Community Living 
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To fully reach my goals of this project, finding 
alternative space solutions within the apartment units 
themselves is of great importance. Traditionally, 
apartment design has had a fairly constant process 
and layout. Except for certain exceptions, a new 
apartment in one city could be indistinguishable from 
that of another city. Through looking into creative 
space saving solutions, and ways to create the illusion 
of space, making a 250 SqFt unit feel like 500 SqFt is 
achievable. During this research section I looked at a 
journal that published dozens of ideas/examples of 
ways to save space within a micro apartment. 

Sleeping System
One of the first ideas the article put forward was to 
create a sleeping system that makes use of the space 
around a bed. Traditionally speaking a bedroom area 
is only used for sleeping with the bed itself taking 
up most of the space. This can be problematic due to 
the amount of time the bed is left empty, along with 
the space above, below, and to the sides of the bed. A 
system of better efficiency would be to create a raised  
captains bed type layout. With a raised bed, storage 
can be accessed up to the height that you need to lay 
down. So if you only need 4’ to lay a mattress/sleep 
comfortably, you have 5’ of space below the mattress 
of storage. Depending on the size of the mattress, 
that could be all the storage you need in an entire 
apartment. 

Figure 55|Bed Storage Example |https://
interiorzine.com/2017/11/30/50-small-studio-
apartment-design-ideas/

RESEARCH - LITERATURE REVIEW - 
Small Studio Apartment Design 

Adding onto a raised bed platform, the underside does 
not need to be used for storage, using the space for 
spaces such as an eating area or desk to work at are 
also great uses for the unused space. 

Color tones: 
Next up is color tones and accent walls, When laying 
out/painting a room, adding accent walls or lines of 
color throughout the space can create the illusion 
of space and depth. A rule of thumb is that lighter 
colors create a larger sense of space. However, in 
some cases mixing lights with darks can create an 
illusion of depth that isn’t actually there. With this 
technique it is possible to make walls seem like they 
are farther then they are. 

Folding Walls 
Folding walls, or other dividing walls between spaces 
can be a great way to create a sense of privacy when 
you need it, yet keep lines of sight open when you 
prefer it. Partitions can be something as simple as a 
curtain, or something as complex as a Nano wall. Nano 
walls However can be expensive and may not be the 
best use of budget for this project.

Figure 56|Nano-wall Example|https://www.
nanawall.com/

RESEARCH - LITERATURE REVIEW - 
Small Studio Apartment Design 
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Movable Wall: 
Movable storage wall, a wall on tracks to allow it to 
be pushed from one side of the room to the other is a 
great way to converse on space. In its compacted form 
you have room to walk about the space, when folded 
out you have ample access to both storage as well 
as your sleeping area (if you choose to use a Murphy 
bed system). This system might be one of the best uses 
of storage, as traditional means require a space to 
access said storage, this might be a hallway or a space 
in front of your cabinets that needs to be open. A 
great example of this in use are archives. Instead of 
taking up half the space of a room with circulation 
space, archives tend to use large moveable book cases 
to store items. 

Figure 57|Moveable Storage Wall |https://www.
allmodularsystems.com/

Minimalist Design
One of the next topics covered was the ideology of 
minimalism, as spoken about before, Minimalism removes 
the clutter from a space, and allows a cleaner look 
within an interior. Looking past the economical and 
mental benefits minimalism can have, a minimalist 
styled space can achieve an illusion of space, even if 
the overall square footage isn’t over 300 SqFt, the 
illusion of space will remove the mental desire to have 
a larger apartment. To think of this in simple terms a 
house can seem larger if furniture from said house is 
removed, this same concept can be transitioned into 
the design practice of a studio apartment. 

RESEARCH - LITERATURE REVIEW - 
Small Studio Apartment Design 

With clever storage solutions, and a design which can 
incorporate the needs of an individual into the design, 
a space can have the appearance of being larger then 
it is. Here a great example of this can be seen, as 
this apartment may not be more then 250 SqFt, the 
illusion of space is created. The only downside of this 
type of design is that many may feel that this type of 
aesthetic does not create that homey or cozy feeling 
that they desire in a home. That however would be up 
to the occupant, and given that there is still room to 
decorate, additions could be made. 

Figure 58|A Minimalism Apartment Example|https://
www.nicholasgurney.com.au/work/the-studio

RESEARCH - LITERATURE REVIEW - 
Small Studio Apartment Design 
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RESEARCH - LITERATURE REVIEW - 
Small Studio Apartment Design 

Multi Level Design:
A great way analyzed to create space is by converting 
a space into multiple levels. Given most individuals are 
not 9’ tall, separating certain spaces into different 
levels is possible within a unit. With an addition such 
as this it would be possible to raise a kitchen area by 
2’ still allowing for 7’ of ceiling height (which could 
be raised in that section to give a further illusion of 
space). With this 2’ raise, slide out drawers could be 
integrated into the design, or other means of storage 
for less accessed possessions. Because this is not 
lowering the ceiling height of an entire unit, the 
illusion of space is not removed fully, only when you 
are standing on the small raised section of unit. And 
depending on where you decide to do this, it could 
be a section that is used less throughout the day as 
compared to other spaces in the apartment. 

Figure 59|Raised Level Design| https://interiorzine.com/wp-content/
uploads/2017/11/tiny-apartment-design-under-200-sf.jpg

Reflective Surfaces 
Mirrored Surfaces, or reflected surfaces is a simple 
yet excellent way to create an illusion of depth and 
space. Adding a reluctant metal or other material 
onto a wall of a unit can reflect images and light off 
other surfaces around it, this combined with other 
techniques discussed can be a great way to make any 
unit feel larger then it actually is. Another added 
benefit of this is the application of a mirror, as it is 
an apartment being able to get ready in the morning 
or before you go out on the town would be of added 
benefit. 

Figure 60| Reflective Surface Example|https://
bluprint.onemega.com/

These are only a few of many techniques to create an 
illusion of space within any unit, using a combination 
of these it would not be hard to turn a 200 SqFt 
Studio into a desirable space that an occupant would 
enjoy spending time in. These ideas will be thoroughly 
thought through, as to how they could affect the 
interior space within each unit of my project. Through 
a combination of these, this new typology will be a 
place people look forward to moving into. 

RESEARCH - LITERATURE REVIEW - 
Small Studio Apartment Design 
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Through each of my 3 resources I conducted my 
literature reviews off of, I developed a basic mind set 
to stem my design process from. 

Minimalism: 
Through the acts of minimalism, one can truly find 
what is important in their lives, and focus more energy 
into themselves. minimalism can have both mental and 
financial benefits, given that you are spending less 
of your income on rent/possessions, you are able to 
refocus that money towards more important things 
in life. And given that less of your metal strain 
is on paying for all of these possessions in your 
life, you are able to alter your mental focus onto 
other aspects of one’s life that can be of greater 
importance. Entering into a life of minimalism can be as 
simple as cutting your wardrobe in half, depending on 
what you do and do not wear. It could be as simple as 
removing items in storage that have not been actively 
used in months or years, or to remove items which do 
not bring you personal joy. Through small steps a 
simpler life can be established, improving both mental 
and physical health. 

Co Living:
Co-Living facilities are a fairly recent trend in the 
United States, with a number of examples popping up 
all over larger metropolitan areas. In places from 
Chicago to San Francisco, to NYC, opportunities to 
live in a unique household aspects are there. These 
Co-Living communities offer a wide variety of benefits 
such as a close social circle, lower cost of rent, less 
headache dealing with leases, and simple application 
processes. Given much of NYC requires you to have 
an income which 40x+ that of the cost of the unit, 
many of us are unable to live a lifestyle with a $150k 
salary. For those individuals, room mates are the best 
way to get around this income requirement. Co-Living 
systems remove the headache around living with room 
mates, as you are renting via the room instead of the 
unit. 

RESEARCH - LITERATURE REVIEWS - 
Summary Of Reviews 

RESEARCH - LITERATURE REVIEWS - 
Summary Of Reviews 

Given that there are a wide range of companies that 
offer these services around the USA, competition 
creates a lower market and more affordable rates. 
With rates aside it’s purely personal preference where 
one would like to reside. 

Small Studio Apartment Design
Micro Apartments, Compact units, Small Studios, 
A small place of dwelling has a number of names, 
however they all share one thing in common, a lower 
square footage footprint to push back on high rent 
costs in larger cities. Just because a studio is 250 
SqFt, does not mean it needs to feel like a closet. 
With a number of techniques, it is possible to create 
efficient means of living in any space no matter how 
small. This literature review covered a wide range of 
topics that can greatly help any space give off a sense 
of illusion that makes it appear larger then it really 
is. Multi use spaces, such as a bed that can be used as 
a couch, and a wall that can be used as a closet are 
all great examples of how we can actively build out 
a space to work with small scale living. Using visual 
techniques such as accent walls, reflective surfaces, 
and lines of sight, we can retrofit any space to give 
off the appearance of having a larger footprint then it 
really does. With a combination of these design ideas, 
create micro units within my project can become worth 
while and sought out residences that many would love 
to reside in.

With information covered in each of these reviews, I 
will be able to make informed decisions on all stages 
of design work for my thesis project. Starting at a 
very early design stage, through space programming 
and schematic design I will reflect back on these 
studies to make logically informed decisions on the 
overall layout and form of my structure. Forward 
from that point I will use interior design techniques 
covered along with the minimalist ideology to create 
interior units which appeal to the resident. This will 
create both an engaging and relaxing sense of space. 
These studies tied with my survey study covered next 
semester will offer an inside look to the best possible 
solution for this new type of typology. 
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RESEARCH FINDINGS - A Look At The 
Needs Of Young Professionals 

Here I will be taking a look at the ideal 
situation size wise to best meet the needs of 
the users of this space. Originally a survey 
was seen to be a great way to study this. 
Instead however, I found that relevant project 
case studies had already studied this situation 
in depth, and past a point that I would have 
been given, given time constraints. 

RESEARCH FINDINGS - A Look At The 
Needs Of Young Professionals 

All Findings of this study were found to meet 
the standards of existing projects. 
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PROJECT JUSTIFICATION
Why conduct this study?

Why is there a need to research alternative means of 
living? Why is this a proper subject to look into rather 
then have someone else in our profession look into it? 
Why does finding an alternative means of living matter 
to me? 

All of these questions can be easily answered with 
a deeper look into the problem tied to personal 
experiences. The problem of student debt is only 
getting worse, and given that many of those in senior 
positions of the architectural profession are not 
seeing the problem eye to eye with the actual recent 
graduates who are experiencing it first hand, I feel 
that I have a better view of the possible resolution to 
the problem. 

With student debt ever increasing, and housing 
opportunities staying somewhat constant, a new 
alternative means of residency for recent graduates 
is in an unseen demand. I personally believe that once 
this project gains foothold, popularity will grow and 
you will see numerous examples of this across the 
country. 

With my plans to relocate out of the Midwest post 
graduation, I am finding the constant struggle of 
locating affordable housing in a city in which I am 
unfamiliar with. With this new typology I this issue 
would become a theme of the past. 

PROJECT JUSTIFICATION
Why conduct this study?

I have a desire to pay off my loans aggressively in 
as little as 3 years post graduation. With this new 
typology my finances would be able to shift in my favor 
to help reach this goal without negatively impacting my 
life in other areas. 

Looking past the financial benefits of this study, the 
social benefits can also be seen as justifiable. It can 
be difficult for many to find friends in a new city, 
and find their place of belongings once moving. With 
this type of project social interaction would increase 
between residents, allowing for these friendships to 
be formed. 
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PROJECT JUSTIFICATION - 
Student Debt Levels

Given that this typology is focused towards recent 
graduates and young professionals, it’s worth looking 
into the current economic trends following these 
types of individuals. Student Debt is increasing and 
rent is only getting more expensive, all with salaries 
barely increasing at a rate unappropriated with 

inflation. 

70% Of students have debt
$37,000 Average debt

$380/month for 10 years
$840/month for 4 years

With Over %70 of students owing more then $37,000 
in student debt, and over $1.4 Trillion total, the 
problem with student debt is only getting worse. These 
numbers mixed with a 4.25% interest rate will cause 
students to pay an average of over $45,000 for their 
education.  On a 10 year plan with 4.25% interest 
you can expect to pay upwards of $350/month+ for 
that 10 year period. If you wish to pay off your loans 
aggressively that number bumps up to $840/month+ 
for 4 years. This number can be unobtainable for many, 
and cause students the need to cut costs in other 
parts of their lives, such as retirement funds. 

PROJECT JUSTIFICATION - 
Recent Graduate Income

Recent graduates make wages across the board, with 
certain majors being much lower on the scale then 
others, it can be easy to see why the problem of paying 
off loans can be so difficult for many. 

Major:                    Salary (2016)
Engineering $64,891
Computer Science $61,321
Math and Sciences $55,087
Business $52,236
Agriculture $48,729
Healthcare $48,712
Communications $47,047
Social Sciences $46,585
Humanities $46,065
Education $34,891
Numbers supplied by www.money.com (poppick, 2015)
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PROJECT JUSTIFICATION - 
Budgeting and spending

Citizens have broad spending habits across the board 
depending on their needs and preferences in life, but 
for this we will look at a typical spending pattern for 
a recent graduate. Making that average of $51,000/
year (or a net pay of aprox. $42,500, or $3,540/
month).

Expenses:
Housing: 25-35%
Insurance:10-20%
Food: 10-15%
Transportation: 10-15%
Utilities: 5-10%
Savings: 10-15%
Entertainment: 5-10%
Clothing: 5%
Personal: 5-10%
Loans: 5-10%

Cost/Month
$1200
$354
$431
$300
$177
$300
$177
$177
$177
$247

Percentages supplied by www.thebalance.com (Lake, 2019)

PROJECT JUSTIFICATION - 
Budgeting and spending

And with this table here we can see the general 
problem with current spending habits. Given this is the 
average so some recent graduates will be making more 
and many will be making less, even so money is tight. 

So how can we move this budget around in order to 
meet that $380/month or $840/month payment on 
loans?

While you can move around on certain budgets the top 
spenders are always living expenses and loans? On 
the table rent is listed at $1200 as that is about the 
highest possible amount that one can afford for rent 
in that income level, and given the current housing 
crisis you are most likely going to pay somewhere in 
that range in an urban center.

If the highest cost is broken down it frees up money 
in other portions. If rent was lowered by 20%, you 
could put an extra $240 per month into loan payments 
bringing the total up to $487/month which is within 
that threshold many aim for.

That is easier said then done though, as it can be very 
difficult to find rent within a higher density city for 
less then $1,000. 
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PROJECT JUSTIFICATION - 
Budgeting and spending

Now what if it was possible to cut the highest cost by a 
significant amount, such as 40%, Finding housing within 
a high density city for $720/month without giving up 
location, safety, or amenities may seem impossible, but 
with this proposal, could be do-able. And with these 
savings you could increase loan payments up to $727/
month, allowing you to pay off your debt at double the 
speed as the average recent graduate. 

With this increased payout, by the time you develop 
some experience and seniority in your field. You will be 
making more and have the money to properly invest into 
your future, without being tied down by loan payments. 

These numbers can be very concerning, as this is 
the average there are a large percentage of recent 
graduates making less then this amount. For them this 
new housing typology might not be seen as a way to get 
ahead in life, but instead needed to break even. 

Expenses:
Housing: 25-35%
Insurance:10-20%
Food: 10-15%
Transportation: 10-15%
Utilities: 5-10%
Savings: 10-15%
Entertainment: 5-10%
Clothing: 5%
Personal: 5-10%
Loans: 5-10%

Cost/Month
$723
$247
$247
$272
$123
$147
$123
$123
$123
$347

PROJECT JUSTIFICATION - 
Budgeting and spending

For example, Lets look at an education major who 
decides to move to a larger city to work. Education, 
being one of the lower paying majors, despite its need 
in society, is a field where many struggle to break 
even. A recent education major makes an average of 
$34,981(poppick, 2015). Your net pay would be around 
$29,700, or $2475/month.

Numbers supplied by www.money.com (poppick, 2015)
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PROJECT JUSTIFICATION - 
Budgeting and spending

Here the problem can be seen with further importance 
then a recent graduate making that $51,000/year 
rate. Even with price cuts across the board a recent 
education grad struggles to break even. In a larger 
city finding options to rent for $723/month is very 
difficult. And with the expense of removing savings and 
other necessities, this is not a worthwhile plan. 

While this could be evidence that we need to take a 
closer look at educators compensation, that is not the 
overall focus of this study. With this new co-community 
housing development, recent education graduates 
would be able to afford housing without giving up 
safety or location/amenities as mentioned previously. 

PROJECT JUSTIFICATION - 
Justifying the investment

Given the explantation of student debt previously 
covered, it can be seen why this type of typology 
could be justified financially speaking. The USA is 
trillions in debt and unless something is done to start 
correcting this problem we are only condemning our 
future generations. A start of removing student debt 
is a fantastic way to start this long term resolution. 
With this co-community housing typology, recent 
graduates would be able to get a head start on their 
loan payments and be able to get a jump start on their 
future economic goals. 

Unless Society as a whole makes an effort to fix this 
problem, we will never reach our goal and are only 
condemning our future generations further. At what 
point are we past a tipping point that results in a 
collapse in the us government? Actions must be taken 
now instead of just ignoring the problem while waiting 
for a solution to find itself. 
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PROJECT JUSTIFICATION - 
Justifying the investment

This project could be funding by either a government 
program via student aid or by privately funded 
investors. 

Given the trade off for square footage for a higher 
number of units, the overall revenue generated from 
the project would be on par with other developer 
based projects. With this I feel that it would not 
be difficult to find potential investors to make this 
research a reality.  

When it comes to a government funded program, 
certain limitations would need to be set for the 
occupants and at what income levels they are limited 
at, how long they may reside, household limits, etc. 
With this I find that a government funded operation 
may not be in the best interest of creating a diverse 
collection of residents from all backgrounds creating 
a unique culture within the co-community housing 
complex. 

PROJECT JUSTIFICATION - 
Current Residential Units:

So what are the upsides and downsides 
of current residential units with a closer 
proximity to a city center?

Pros:

• Higher Walk ability
• Better community amenities 
• More desirable units
• Sense of accomplishment in life
• Better access to community events
• Higher safety Rating 
• Sense of Professionality. 

Higher Walk ability

Higher Walk ability can be one of the huge deciding 
factors when choosing where to live. Higher priced 
units are generally in more desirable locations, while 
units with a lower walk ability score may require you to 
drive to take public transit to any sort of community 
hub. The ability to live somewhere with a short commute 
and high walk ability is a huge benefits. 
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Better Community Amenities 

A housing option’s number and quality of community 
amenities can be seen as a huge beneficial factor when 
deciding on where to live/justifying cost. Facilities 
such as an exercise room, 24 hour concierge, pool 
and spa, community gathering spaces, outdoor grilling 
areas, etc. Are all great things to keep in mind when 
deciding on where you want to reside. 

PROJECT JUSTIFICATION - 
Current Residential Units:

More Desirable Units

The level of trim and the desirability of a unit can be 
huge factors on weighing in on rent costs. Generally 
speaking many residents will justify higher living 
costs if the units themselves exceed their standards. 
Options such as granite counter tops, walk in showers, 
higher amount of natural light, patios, higher ceiling 
heights, etc. Seen as justifiable costs.

Sense of accomplishment in life

A sense of accomplishment can be seen as a main factor 
into many of our decisions in life, we want a nicer 
apartment because we are at a stage in our life where 
we think we deserve such. There is nothing wrong with 
an individual making 6 figures living in a lower quality 
residential building, however generally speaking you 
will see that that’s not the case. One wants to reside 
in a nicer dwelling unit because the want that sense of 
accomplishment in life. 

PROJECT JUSTIFICATION - 
Current Residential Units:

Better Access to community events

A higher level of access to community events is a 
great factor to consider when choosing where to live. 
The ability to meet neighbors and other like minded 
individuals when moving to a new city can be a huge 
benefit. And when an apartment or other housing 
situation is located closer or even partakes in such 
events, many people can justify the costs. 
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Higher Safety Rating

A higher safety rating can be a tremendous factor 
when justifying cost. The sense of safety anywhere can 
be well worth paying the extra money. With lower cost 
units you generally will find they are either located 
in less safe area or that the units can attract bad 
attention. Many will justify spending hundreds more 
every month as not to fear for their safety when they 
go home at night. 

PROJECT JUSTIFICATION - 
Current Residential Units:

Sense of Professionality

A sense of professionality may be a lesser seen side of 
living in a higher end dwelling, and depending on the 
person it may or may not be of importance. For many, 
when entertaining guests or clients, it’s best to put 
on the best example as to reflect your work ethic and 
quality of workmanship. If you have your employer over 
(or the in-laws), it can be worth the money to be able 
to show a sense of professionality in where you reside. 

And what is there as far as downsides to these 
higher cost options of housing. 

Cons: 

• Cost - Higher percentage of monthly 
income

• Ability to further decorate
• Gentrification - lack of diversity and 

culture
• Formality of living
•  Higher sense of complexity

PROJECT JUSTIFICATION - 
Current Residential Units:

Cost

Cost, The terrible factor that everyone tends to think 
about first. How much can I afford? What can I fit 
into my budget? Cost is the main deciding factor when 
deciding where to live and unfortunately, forces us 
to make the final decision. With all the benefits that 
a higher end residential housing option has, the cost 
can many times be out of reach for some users, such as 
that recent graduate. 
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Ability to further decorate

This factor can be of little thought to some, but of 
vital importance to others. While some might not see 
the ability to freely paint their apartments or hang art 
as an important think to decide upon, some might find 
this as a first basis for deciding where they would 
like to reside. And frankly, most higher end units are 
overly stricter about what you can and cannot do with 
your own space. 

Gentrification - Lack of Diversity

Diversity, or the mix of cultures that make up a 
community can be a huge factor that many look for 
when moving to an urban center. With many of the new 
developments going up, a sense of gentrification can 
be seen to stretch across the region of said city. 
For some this may be a deal breaker, as they want to 
experience all the culture a city has to offer. 

PROJECT JUSTIFICATION - 
Current Residential Units:

Formality of Living / higher complexity

The formality of living, How do you go about paying 
rent? Or re e simple conversation with the landlord 
living at the end of the hall is a better service then 
having to file a form with the cooperate office of 
your building’s owner. It all depends on the type of 
individual but for some the high formality of higher 
end units may drive some away. Complexity can come in 
many forms but for many it’s how you go about getting 
into your unit, do you have a key card or a physical 
key? Do you need to pass a doorman on the way in 
every time you enter or do you rarely see another 
soul when leaving your unit? These are all important 
factors to consider, and many might find that these 
downsides are reasoning enough to find a lower end 
unit to rent. 

PROJECT JUSTIFICATION - 
Current Residential Units:
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HISTORICAL/SOCIAL CONTEXT  - 
Dwellings Through History 

Industrial Revolution:

So How have dwellings Looked like throughout 
history? What type of housing situation were young 
professionals living in throughout history? 

Lets start back in the Industrial revolution, as this 
is when many individuals left their lives in smaller 
population areas to make their way into cities to work 
in factories. During these times it was common place 
for housing and work conditions to be dangerous, 
hazardous, and sub par. The pockets of the wealthy 
were lined while the working man suffered at his 
benefit. With populations exploding due to the increase 
of productions, housing systems become more and more 
crowded, and it was not uncommon for an entire family 
to live in one room. 

Inexpensive row houses were common place in 
industrial super centers, and while these cheaply built 
homes lacked vital basic features, wealthy business 
owners would use them as a source of profit for their 
companies. (Crunch, n.d.). 

HISTORICAL/SOCIAL CONTEXT  - 
Dwellings Through History 

Due to the lack of vital basic features such as running 
water, air circulation, or sanitation, these slum like 
row houses were disease ridden and hygiene was 
always low. This pollution would be spread into the 
surrounding city making these areas terrible places to 
live. 

Despite these drawbacks, these tight neighborhoods 
can be seen as the backbone for many cultural 
neighborhoods throughout the united states today.

Figure 61|Industrial Revolution Row Housing |www.historycrunch.com
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HISTORICAL/SOCIAL CONTEXT  - 
Dwellings Through History 

It was not until workers rights were passed in the 
mid 1800s that living conditions slowly started to 
improve. However these conditions would last until the 
mid 1900s. 

It was not until 1901 when NYC passed the New 
York State Tenement House Act. This act banned the 
construction of many of the slum like structures 
that made up a majority of the housing opportunities 
within the city. (Social Welfare History Project, 2018) 
With this law being passed, new construction would 
be required to have features such as outward facing 
windows, ventilation, fire exists, rest rooms, etc. 

After The New York State Tenement House Act Passed, 
conditions slowly started to improve, and many new 
laws were being put into place.

HISTORICAL/SOCIAL CONTEXT  - 
Dwellings Through History 

Some of these laws that were enacted to help 
the housing situation in the USA include:

1926: New York Limited Dividend Housing 
Company Act - This provided the country’s first 
sight at an affordable housing system.

1934: The Federal Housing administration 
is formed - insures mortgages for homes/multi 
family housing

1937: Housing act of 1937 - Creates public 
housing for low income individuals

1942 - The emergency Price Control Act is 
enacted - this created a federal rent control 
to prevent Price gouging. 

1944 - GI Bill goes into effect post WWII - 
This allows for veterans to purchase homes in 
the USA.

1968 - The fair housing act is enacted - this 
prevents discrimination in housing/ lending in 
the USA

1974 - The housing and Community 
Development Act of 1974 - this enacts the 
section 8 housing program in the USA.
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1982: Ronald Regan creates the low income 
tax credit - this was a primary source of 
funding when it came to low cost housing, and 
still is to this day. 

2007: Housing Market Crash - Millions of 
homes foreclosed upon.

2012 - Obama enacts the rental assistance 
demonstration program - this transitions public 
housing into private section 8 housing 

HISTORICAL/SOCIAL CONTEXT  - 
Dwellings Through History 

All Contents supplied by (151 years of Americas Housing History, 2018)

And with this list of enactments we can see a trend, 
at first many laws are being created to improve the 
quality of dwelling for many housing systems, while 
nearing more recent years many laws are enacted to 
focus upon low income individuals. While these are 
of vital roles within our society, section 8 housing 
generally refers to those who have lower overall 
annual income then a majority of the population.  And 
with my study an overall income is not the problem, it’s 
the high amount of debt associated with an individuals 
income level. With this I am finding it best to be 
focusing this project in the private sector rather then 
through government subsidized programs.  

HISTORICAL/SOCIAL CONTEXT - 
Dwelling size throughout history

Through recent history the average size of homes in 
the USA has been increasing at a constant rate. 

In 1920, a standard house in the USA had an average 
square footage of 1,048 SqFt,  today that number is 
over 2,650 SqFt. (Editors, 2016). At this rate homes 
would be at over 3,200 SqFt in 2050. These numbers 
have reasoning behind them, with the ever increasing 
GDP of our country, more Americans can afford larger 
houses, and they are reaping the rewards. But what 
about for today’s younger generations? We are not 
making nearly as much as our parents did when they 
were our age, and at our rate of debt we will not be 
able to afford homes that large without needing to cut 
back in our parts of our financial lives. 

And while these numbers may refer to overall home 
sizes throughout history instead of apartment sizes, 
the rate of change can be seen. Today, Americans 
are occupying larger units then they have been in 
recent decades. While this isn’t an issue if you wish 
to, there should be an option for those of us who do 
not require this amount of space, an exception to the 

industry standard. 
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HISTORICAL/SOCIAL CONTEXT - 
Dwelling size throughout history

At the topic of housing sizes it’s worth noting minimum 
size requirements of modern apartments. Carmel place 
which is a project out of NYC that I covered in one of 
my case studies had to bypass new York’s requirements 

of minimum unit size.

Upon reading into this I found that NYC does not have 
building standards for apartment sizes, however it 
does have standards when it comes to usable spaces 
(bedrooms, rest rooms, etc.). The minimum size of 400 
SqFt was removed in 2016 to allow for developers to 
develop Micro Apartments (Fontan, 2018)

Figure 62 |Carmel place living room| http://narchitects.com/work/
carmel-place/

It is however worth noting that this minimum unit size 
of 400 SqFt is still in place when building affordable 
housing, section 8 housing, senior housing, and 
developments in certain areas. This is to prevent the 
slum like conditions being built for those who cannot 
afford anything else.

I find that this clause in the agreement to be incredibly 
important, as I have been trying to figure out how 
this new typology wouldn’t create an excuse for 
developers to abuse this system for low income 

families. 

HISTORICAL/SOCIAL CONTEXT - 
Dwelling size throughout history

Figure 63 |Micro Apartment Example| https://
jorgefontan.com/micro-apartments-minimum-
apartment-size-nyc/
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HISTORICAL/SOCIAL CONTEXT - 
Dwelling size throughout history

Upon some individual studies on my own time, I came 
upon an interesting article covering the use of 
different types of bath tubs within homes. While this 
may seem like an abstract idea this is a great look into 
how an individual uses their home. A bath is an activity 
that many use as a way to relax, and taking a look at 
how individuals find ways to relax in their homes is a 
great insight into this study. 

Taking a bath is a great way many individuals find 
to relax after a stressful day, and that many home 
owners find a tub to be a necessary implement into any 
home. 

According to the article, in recent years individuals 
spend as much as 2.4x as much on master bathrooms 
then they do on living rooms (Puniewska, 2019). This 
can be seen as how an individual uses their home 
now a days. Years ago one may entertain friends by 
having them over for dinner or entertaining them 
in their dining room or living room. Today many may 
entertain guests outside of the house, or by doing 
other activities. Instead of using their homes for 
entertainment, it could be seen from this article that 
many use their homes as an escape and a place to relax 
instead of a place to entertain. 

This however should not be taken without context, 
as in the article it also linked to another publication 
that was covering many individuals ditching bathtubs 
for walk in showers, as to create the illusion of space 
within their small apartments (Krasny, 2017) A shower 
can fill the need of a bath tub though, with many of 
the features that they are being built with now a days. 
Heated floors, multiple sprayers, etc. All create an 
almost spa like experience for users to relax in their 
homes. Many find their homes as their safe spaces to 
retreat to after a stressful day, instead of a place to 

define their personalities when entertaining others. 

HISTORICAL/SOCIAL CONTEXT - 
Dwelling size throughout history

Figure 64 |Shower within a small bathroom| 
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/26/
realestate/replacing-tub-with-shower.html 
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HISTORICAL/SOCIAL CONTEXT  - 
How are people Dwellings Used

So with that example of bath tubs being used within 
homes as a place of relaxation, how else are homes 
being used today? For this example I find it important 
to look at examples from an urban center, as homes 
being used in Rural North Dakota may be used very 
differently then that of a home in NYC. They are all a 
place of dwelling, but except for sleeping and bathing, 
what else do individuals do in their homes? 

The first factor that must be assessed is how many 
people you wish to live with. If you have a spouse or a 
room mate, more space is needed. If you have more then 
one occupant <500 SqFt may be hard to manage, as 
everyone needs their own individual space. However if 
you are alone,  less then 500 SqFt can be manageable. 
Now within that 500 SqFt what types of spaces would 
you typically find? Here a simple floor plan for a 500 
SqFt apartment is seen. Notice the different areas 
designed for different tasks. Each apartment has a 
bathroom, a kitchen, a bedroom or sleeping area, and a 
living room. 

Figure 65 | 500 SqFt Apartment | DJV

HISTORICAL/SOCIAL CONTEXT  - 
Relation to social trends/
developments within society 

Recently, newer generations have averted from 
previous trends followed by our parents, and those 
before us. The idea of less is more, along with 
trading more material possessions for experiences 
has become wide swept across then nation. Today’s 
young professionals have widely different spending 
habits from our parents before us, so we not create 
a housing condition that meets those values. With 
these ideas and lifestyles in mind. I strive to design 
a new type of typology that allows for today’s new 
generation to excel in their every day lives and help 
meet both personal as well as financial goals in their 
lives. 

Older generations do not face the same type of 
obstacles in life. Problems such as social acceptance, 
student loans, and individualism are what drive 
today’s society. So lets create a system that sees 
these problems and helps create a solution
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Nashville
Nashville is the capital of Tennessee, and has a total 
population of over 650,000 people. Given it is one of 
the nation’s fastest growing metropolitan area, that 
number will keep rising. Development within the city is 
exploding, with over 2 dozen tower cranes in the city 
at this moment. To this I found that Nashville would 
be the perfect location to source my project out of, 
given the rising costs of living and limited options for 
recent graduates. Nashville comes in at Tennessee’s 
most populated city with Memphis coming in 2nd, It is 
built along the Cumberland river and is one of the 
music capitals of the USA. 

The site chosen for this project is located next to a 
major intersection in downtown Nashville. The original 
site was meant to be placed within the roundabout as 
well as taking up a 1 acre plot directly next to the 
round about. However upon examination in person, 
it was deemed that building within the roundabout 
carried no beneficial value. It would only create 
problems with congestion and lines of site into the 
city. 

SITE CONTEXT/ANALYSIS - Site 
Location 

Figure 66 |Downtown View of Nashville | DJV

SITE CONTEXT/ANALYSIS - Site 
Location 

New site location

Original Site Location

Figure 67 | Old site proposal | DJV

Figure 68 | New site proposal | DJV
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With the added land on the site, construction will be 
easier as there is direct access to the site located 
off the main roads into the city, and no major streets 
will need to be closed down. Located to the north of 
the site is the Nashville Convention Center, and just 
west is the Westin Hotel. To the east and west are 
areas currently being redeveloped, and it is estimated 
that within 10 years everything around the site will be 
redeveloped with multi use developments. All buildings 
in the figure below that are not labeled will most 
likely be demolished within the next 10 years. 

SITE CONTEXT/ANALYSIS - Site 
Location 

Nashville 
Convention Center 

The Westin Hotel

Police
Precinct 

Site

Site

Site

Highrise
Development

Figure 69 | Site Overview 1 | DJV

Located just south of the site is a high-rise 
development that was just starting construction on 
foundations when I was performing my site visit. It is 
planned to be 25 stories high. 

Site Sizes - 1 Acre each - 3 Acres Total   

SITE CONTEXT/ANALYSIS - Site 
Location 

1

2

3

Bro
ad

way

4

C
um

berland RIver 

site

Main Streets Accessing Site

5

5

N

700’

Airport 7miles

Listed Structures
• 1 Music City Center  
• 2 Country Music Hall of Fame
• 3 Bridgestone Arena 
• 4 The Grand Ole’ Opry
• 5 State Capitol
• 6 Nissan Stadium

Figure 70 | Site Overview 2 | DJV
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SITE CONTEXT/ANALYSIS - Site 
Analysis  

Sun Path 

View Into Nashville
Stix 
Sculpture 

Best Access 
to the site via 
road Best Access 

to the site via 
Walking

Developemnt 
expaning this 
way

Figure 71 | Site Analysis | DJV

Analysis
Here a few observations about the site as it sits are 
observed, notice the secondary roads off of the 
roundabout, and how the site can be accessed from. 
Due to this construction will not need to close down 
any primary roads during most of the process. 

SITE CONTEXT/ANALYSIS - Weather 

Nashville has a fairly moderate temperature, 
the highs and lows can be seen here: 

Month:
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August 
September
October 
November 
December

Low (F.):
27. 9
31.2
39.4
47.1
56.7
65
69.5
68
61
48.6
39.5
31.5

High (F.):
45.6
51.4
60.7
69.8
77.5
85.1
88.7
87.8
81.5
71.1
59
49.4

“Climate for Nashville, Tennessee.” Climate in Nashville, Tennessee, http://www.
rssweather.com/climate/Tennessee/Nashville/.

Wind speeds throughout the region vary between 6-10 
mph. 

They direction of the wind are as follows, however 
there is a constant rate of wind direction in 
correlation to the time of the year. The direction 
happens throughout the year. 

North: 30%
East: 15%
South: 40%
West:15%
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SITE CONTEXT/ANALYSIS - Site 
Boundaries/Zoning

A
B

C

Figure 72 | Site Zoning Areas | DJV

Site A - 1 Acre
Address: 800 LEA AVE, Nashville
Parcel ID: 09310002500, 09310002400, 
09310003400

Site B - 1 Acre 
Address: 410 8TH AVE S, Nashville
Parcel ID: 09310007000, 09310006700, 
09310006600, 09310006500

Site C - 1 Acre 
Address: 0 8TH AVE S
Parcel ID: 09310049400, 09310049100, 
09310007300, 09310007200, 

SITE CONTEXT/ANALYSIS - Site 
Location - Surrounding Context 

Restaurants:
The site is lacking in restaurants and other consumer 
based businesses, generally speaking most of that 
attention is focused around the Broadway part of the 
downtown area. 

Convention Center:
The site is located with close proximity to the Music 
City Center, with this proximity the site sees quite a bit 
of traffic from conventions

Surrounding pockets of development:
Surrounding the site are a number of small patches 
of development, including these there are a group of 
restaurants and bars all owned by the same company 
about 3 blocks east of the site, these types of 
collections seem to be repetitive throughout the city. 

Broadway:
Broadway, which is about .6 miles from the site, is the 
hub of all nightlife in the city, the street is filled with 
different bars, stores, and entertainment. Most foot 
traffic in the downtown area is focused around this 
part of the city. 
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SITE CONTEXT/ANALYSIS - 
Information on the site:

Public Transport:
The topic of public transport should be briefly 
covered in this study. Nashville Has no types of 
public transport except for a bus system that many 
residents don’t find very useful. Because of this most 
residents tend to either drive or bike/walk, with Uber/
lyft being very common. There has been talks of a light 
rail system being built to transport residents to the 
airport, but that hasn’t gained much traction and is 
years out of completion. 

Quality of light:
Nashville has fairly healthy weather throughout the 
year, winters can get snow, but it generally doesn’t 
stay. With this there tends to be overcast quite a bit of 
the time, other then that the skies are fairly clear. 

Human characteristics/site character:
Even though the site is built within close proximity to 
a few quite sizeable structures, the human feel to the 
site is very interpersonal. Due to setbacks and the 
overall style of surrounding architecture, the site is 
very comforting. This is one of the primary reasonings 
for choosing this site. The sculpture work in the 
center of the roundabout creates a focal point from 
multiple viewpoints around the city. 

SITE CONTEXT/ANALYSIS - Views 
From the site 

Located just north of the site is both the westin hotel 
as well as the Music City Center Nashville Convention 
Center. These two structures have a very recognizable 
figure to them, and should be expressed in the design 
of the final structure. 

Figure 73 | Site Photo looking East | DJV

Figure 74 | Site Photo looking north west | DJV
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SITE CONTEXT/ANALYSIS - Views 
From the site 

Figure 75 | Site Photo Looking South | DJV

Figure 76 | Site Photo looking south - Aerial| DJV

SITE CONTEXT/ANALYSIS - Views 
From the site 

Figure 77 | Site Photo Looking East 2 | DJV

Figure 78 | Site Photo looking North | DJV
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SITE CONTEXT/ANALYSIS - 
Pedestrian Circulation

Figure 79 | Site Circulation | DJV

Pedestrian Movement - As seen in yellow
Pedestrian Circulation on the site is covered by the 
yellow dashed line. Circulation is fairly constant yet 
not as heavy as other part of Nashville, as this area 
is not yet as developed as other districts of the city. 
However due to the high amount of development in the 
city it is predicted that this area will see a heightened 
amount of circulation in later years. 

Given that there is a convention center located just 
north of the site, during conventions and other events 
foot traffic from visiting guests will increase. 

There is a setback from the roundabout of about 30’, 
this is safety measure to protect pedestrians from the 
high traffic surrounding the site. 

Jaywalking:
Jaywalking is legal in Nashville, so crosswalks are 
more of a suggestion. In a number of areas throughout 
the city, there are unique crosswalks that go directly 
diagonal through a 4 way intersection.

SITE CONTEXT/ANALYSIS - Vehicular 
Traffic

Vehicular Circulation
Vehicular traffic around the site is heavy, yet 
constant. Due to being a roundabout, cars are in 
constant motion for most of the time around the 
site. Despite this pedestrian traffic has little issue 
traversing the site. 

Vehicular traffic passes through the site at an average 
rate of 960 cars/hour. These numbers expand during 
rush hour, but due to the time of my site visit I was not 
able to view the site during these hours. 

During events downtown, it was observed that 
police close 8th Ave S. To redirect traffic from the 
Bridgestone Arena to Koreans veterans blvd. 

Figure 80| Site during a hockey Game | DJV
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SITE CONTEXT/ANALYSIS - 
Demographics 

Demographics:
Nashville is a somewhat diverse city, Seen here is a 
breakdown of the demographics. 

Figure 81 | demographics chart | numbers supplied by http://
worldpopulationreview.com/us-cities/nashville-population/ 

• Average income per person: $35,830

• Median household Income: $52,858

• Percentage of citizens with a Bachelors 
Degree or higher: 38.43%.

Numbers supplied by http://worldpopulationreview.com/us-cities/nashville-

population/

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA - OVERVIEW 

THE PERFORMANCE CRITERIA OF THE SPACE, OR 
DECIDING HOW WELL THE SPACE IS USED IS VITAL 
WHEN CONFIGURING THE INITIAL SCHEMATIC DESIGN 
OF THE TYPOLOGY. SOME OF THE FACTORS THAT WILL 

BE EXAMINED ARE AS FOLLOWS: 

• Space Allocation
• Energy Consumption
• Environmental performance (luminous, 

thermal, acoustical environments, ecosystem 
balance)

• Behavioral performance (usage patterns)
• Psychological impact (aesthetics, sensory  

de compliance 
• Cost 
• Summary of criteria 
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PERFORMANCE CRITERIA - Space 
Allocation 

Space used throughout the project is of vital 
importance, through this early design decisions can 
be made. It was chosen to create three different 
matrix’s as these facilities would operate individually 
from each other. A combined Matrix Diagram is also 
available.

SPACE: 
Micro Apartments
Multi persona apartments
Laundry facility
24 hour gym
Shared rest rooms
Shared Kitchen 
Shared living space
Outdoor space
Resident storage units
Pool and spa area
Lobby area 
Business center
Recording Studios
Bike repair/storage

SQFT/EACH
200-350
350-500

350
1000
200
500
500

1000
20

1500
1000

600  
600

2000

AMOUNT
300-400

50
10

2
20
45
45
3

300
1
2
2
4
1

Residential Space 

Micro Apartments
Multi person apartments
laundry facility
24 hour gym
shared restrooms
Shared Kithcen 
Shared living space
outdoor space
resident storage units
pool and spa area
lobby area 
buissness center
Recording Studios
bike repair/storage

Adjacent
Nearby
Not Adjacent

retail stores
atrium/circulation space
public restrooms
Meeting Spaces
Recording Studios
outdoor space
eating area
performance area
food court stalls

parking
bike storage
motorcycle parking
bus stop
uber/lyft pickup
residential entrance
Mechanical
Facility Services
Spraydown Bay
restrooms
Circulation Spaces
Retail Entrances

Adjacent
Nearby
Not Adjacent

Adjacent
Nearby
Not Adjacent
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Figure 82 |Residential Matrix Diagram | DJV

Retail/mixed use Space 

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA - Space 
Allocation 

SPACE: 
Retail stores
Atrium/circulation space
Public rest rooms
Meeting Spaces
Recording Studios
Outdoor space
Eating area
Performance area
Food court stalls

SQFT/EACH
500-1500
10,000+

1,000
1000
1000

10,000+
5,000
3,000

750

AMOUNT
30
1
4
2
3
1
1
2

15

Micro Apartments
Multi person apartments
laundry facility
24 hour gym
shared restrooms
Shared Kithcen 
Shared living space
outdoor space
resident storage units
pool and spa area
lobby area 
buissness center
Recording Studios
bike repair/storage

Adjacent
Nearby
Not Adjacent

retail stores
atrium/circulation space
public restrooms
Meeting Spaces
Recording Studios
outdoor space
eating area
performance area
food court stalls

parking
bike storage
motorcycle parking
bus stop
uber/lyft pickup
residential entrance
Mechanical
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Figure 83 | Retail/mixed use Matrix Diagram | DJV
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SPACE: 
Parking
Bike storage
Motorcycle parking
Bus stop
Uber/lyft pickup
Residential entrance
Mechanical
Facility Services
Spray down Bay
Rest rooms
Circulation Spaces
Retail Entrances

SQFT/EACH
10,000+

2,000
1,000

500
500
600

5,000
2,000

400
500

5,000+
700

AMOUNT
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
3

Support spaces

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA - Space 
Allocation 

Micro Apartments
Multi person apartments
laundry facility
24 hour gym
shared restrooms
Shared Kithcen 
Shared living space
outdoor space
resident storage units
pool and spa area
lobby area 
buissness center
Recording Studios
bike repair/storage

Adjacent
Nearby
Not Adjacent

retail stores
atrium/circulation space
public restrooms
Meeting Spaces
Recording Studios
outdoor space
eating area
performance area
food court stalls

parking
bike storage
motorcycle parking
bus stop
uber/lyft pickup
residential entrance
Mechanical
Facility Services
Spraydown Bay
restrooms
Circulation Spaces
Retail Entrances

Adjacent
Nearby
Not Adjacent

Adjacent
Nearby
Not Adjacent
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PERFORMANCE CRITERIA - Space 
Allocation 

Micro Apartments
Multi person apartments
laundry facility
24 hour gym
shared restrooms
Shared Kithcen 
Shared living space
outdoor space
resident storage units
pool and spa area
lobby area 
buissness center
Private Recording Studios
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Not Adjacent

retail stores
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outdoor space
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Figure 85 | Combined Matrix Diagram | DJV
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PERFORMANCE CRITERIA - Energy 

ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE 

Due to Nashville’s geologic location, solar is a 
strong suitable use of environmental friendly energy 
on site. Besides that, a number of passive systems will 
be incorporated into the design to help heat/cool the 
space naturally.

As many materials as possible will be used that can 
either be refurbished or recycled during construction, 
as to cut down on construction waste. Operable AC/
Heat systems may not be the best use of HVAC for this 
project, as affordable costs are a huge factor. With 
that having a centrally controlled system regulating 
hear/cooling will create higher efficiency and lower 
cost overall to operate the structure. Systems will 
be in place such as smart cooling that will turn 
off AC systems during the day when a unit is empty, 
and reactivate once the occupant is home. Individual 
cooling preferences will be up to the resident via 
ceiling fan or some other sort of individual cooling 
system. 

To Nashville’s climate, exterior spaces to be used 
for circulation and such will be researched further, 
as to cut down on the amount of space needed to be 
insulated/heated. Cutting down on circulation spaces 
on the interior will greatly effect overall cost of 
operation for the structure. 

Passive cooling systems via water features and 
planting will be researched for the shared exterior 
spaces, as to cut down on overall cooling costs. 
    

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA - 
BEHAVIORAL PERFORMANCE

BEHAVIORAL PERFORMANCE 
Behavioral Performance is of great importance, and 
finding usage patterns of space is of vital importance 
when designing a typology which is used 24 hour per 
day. Finding solutions such as using retail circulation 
spaces as residential circulation spaces as their peak 
times will not correlate, finding what time people 
generally use the outdoor meeting spaces, recording 
studios, etc. Will create quite a few opportunities 

With the idea of a space that is fully used 24 hours 
per day, efficiency and cost justification could 
increase by as much as 50% (12 hour at night when 
many stores are closed). With this, schematic design 
will become of great importance in the overall design 
process.

One of the main driving forces of this thesis is the 
idealogy that some spaces are only used for 50% of 
the time, and removing that inefficacy could create 
cost savings that would justify cutting prices of rent 
and other amenities. 

Figure 86 | RETAIL INEFFICIENCY EXAMPLE | DJV
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PERFORMANCE CRITERIA - 
PSYCHOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE 

Due to the nature of the project, and given the idea 
of smaller rent able spaces, the users psychological 
feelings throughout the building are of vital 
importance. Finding a good balance of hectic city 
life and relaxing residential life is vital in the early 
stages of design. Given that many spaces are going 
to be combined, many people won’t want to have 
to go through a mall every time they want to go 
home at night due the amount of foot traffic and 
psychological effects it has on your mood. With this, 
finding alternative solutions to relaxing the user on 
site will be of great focus in this project. 

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA - COST

Given cost is one of the deciding factors when 
choosing where one resides post graduation, finding 
the best solution to create low costs for renters 
while increasing revenue for the rest of the building 
is of great importance. Obtaining rent within that 
$500-$750/month range will require some interesting 
logical thought. Using performance techniques 
covered before such as limiting indoor space, removing 
wasted space, etc. Are all fantastic ways to help drive 
the number down further. 

Solutions such as a system where a resident can have 
money taken off of their rent if they do not have a car 
parked in their spot for a portion of the day, as to 
allow for the building to sell out that spot for a few 
hours every day will all be looked into. Only through 
thorough critical thinking will these goals be able to 
be achieved.  
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PERFORMANCE CRITERIA - SUMMARY 

Through a number of interesting techniques, a small 
portion of efficiency can increase here, and there. 
With this mind set cutting down on unused space and 
driving down costs to rent can be obtained. Green 
systems will be implemented to create lower operating 
costs, such as solar and passive cooling systems. 
Schematic planning will be achieved to cut down on 
unusable space. Studies on light and color will help 
achieve an ideal psychological  performance factor 
throughout the space, to find that relaxation through 
chaos. 

Design 
Solution

Figure 87|Rendering from north view| DJV
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DESIGN SOLUTIONDESIGN SOLUTION

Figure 88 |1 bed unit | DJV Figure 90 | View from deck on west wing| DJV

Figure 89 | east wing exterior| DJV Figure 91 | view from 3rd floor food court| DJV
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PROCCESS DOCUMENTATION
THE SITE 

The Process of this project was heavily reflected on 
the financial needs of Nashville, along with the mixed 
use complex. schematic design was the first stage 
of design to create the highest amount of usable 
streetfront in the busy downtown area of Nashville. It 
was chosen to cut down on the amount of public plaza 
space on the street level as the 4th floor deck space 
would allow for more then adequate public plaza 
space as an offset. Given financial understanding was 
a driving point of this design, creating a space which 
was both functional and artistic, while equally being 
lucrative for it’s users and tennants was of upmost 
importance. 

Creating a residential tower on each block was 
decided, as to equally sepearate the spread of both 
vehicular, as well as pedestrian traffic on the site. 
For this section I heavily refered to past case studies 
on the amount of space allocated for each use, and 
what a mixed use complex would look like traffic wise 
24 hours per day.  

PROCCESS DOCUMENTATION
THE SITE - FORM DEVELOPMENT

Form development - Stage one 

Meeting the needs of the street level.

In order to use that high level of streetfront space as 
stated earlier, with the high offset of plaza space on 
the sky deck area way from traffic. It was decided to 
take the general form of all 3 blocks and raise them 
up two stories. The decision remove plaza space on 
the ground floor was influenced by the heavy level of 
traffic the roundabout sees. having cars constantly 
drive around the site in a circular manner was not a 
peaceful scene, and to offset safe indoor space with 
unusable outdoor space did not feel like an adequate 
trade off. 

Figure 92 | Site photo | DJV

Figure 93 | Process Stage 1  | DJV
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PROCCESS DOCUMENTATION
THE SITE - FORM DEVELOPMENT

Negating space back from the street front.

The next stage in design was to create a better 
streetfront experience for the users. This entails 
creating access for egress, parking, and primary 
entrances located back from the primary facade of the 
structure. 

Form development - Stage Two

To create an experience above Nashville.

As spoken about previously, it was deemed inefficient 
to create a sense of pedestrian based urban context 
on the ground level as the site is located on the 
busiest roundabout in Nashville. Because of this, a 
deck structure on the 4th floor was found to be a 
great use of space. This would allow the residents 
of Nashville to use the space as a park like complex, 
without the removal of precious real estate, while 
being away from the hectic city traffic. 

Form development - Stage Three

PROCCESS DOCUMENTATION
THE SITE - FORM DEVELOPMENT

Figure 94 | Process Stage 2| DJV
Figure 95 | Process Stage 3| DJV
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Raise residential masses up from the city blocks.

The following step, as spoken about briefly before, 
was to create one residential tower per block of the 
site. this was to evenly space out the traffic and 
access to the site, as to remove congestion to one 
particular entrance or area. Three towers were chosen 
as there are both 3 city blocks, as well as 3 different 
types of residential housing units. The left will be a 
condominium, the center will be co living, and the right 
will be standard apartments. Both the condominium 
and apartment units will be modular to the fact that 
they are built on the same grid pattern as the co living 
facility, and thus can be retrofitted to the needs of 
the client. 

Form development - Stage Four

PROCCESS DOCUMENTATION
THE SITE - FORM DEVELOPMENT

To create a unity between the 3 towers,

The next step was to break up each facade in order 
to create an engaging identity of each tower, as well 
as to draw unity between the three. This was decided 
because as they sit independently, and have different 
uses, they are all located within the same complex and 
should reflect a common design aesthetic.

Overhangs were added at this stage increasing usable 
space on the 4th floor sky deck area, one noticeable 
overhang is on the left most structure, where space 
for a theater has been created. These overhangs 
will be supported via large columns, so no major 
cantilevers will be built. 

Form development - Stage Five

PROCCESS DOCUMENTATION
THE SITE - FORM DEVELOPMENT

Figure 96 | Process Stage 4| DJV Figure 97 | Process Stage 5| DJV
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To create protection from the elements, and to tie the 
structure to the ground.

Next, the decision was made to create a type of wing 
roof that would cover the outdoor deck area. this was 
chosen to both shelter the users from harsh summer 
heat, as well as rain/snow in the colder months. as 
well as to visually tie the structure to the ground, 
allowing your eyes to move up the structure from the 
street front. 

Form development - Stage Six

PROCCESS DOCUMENTATION
THE SITE - FORM DEVELOPMENT

• Condominiums:
144 Units / 145,000 SqFt

• Revolution2 Co-Living:
369 Beds / 133,500 SqFt

• Apartments:
100 Units / 66,180 SqFt

• Commercial Mixed Use Space:
377,000 SqFt / 50+ Stores

• Parking:
478,640 SqFt / 1,279 Stalls

Complex Usage

PROCCESS DOCUMENTATION
COMPLEX USAGE

Figure 98 | Process Stage 6| DJV
Figure 99 | Complex Usage| DJV
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PROCCESS DOCUMENTATION
CONCEPT SKETCHES 

Performance Analysis - response to 
the site

Site Response - plan context

1

2

3

45

Airport 7 miles

7oo’

1. Music City Center 
2. Country Music Hall of Fame
3. Bridgestone Arena
4. Broadway
5. Grand Ole’ Opry 

Figure 100 | Concept sketch - Apartments | DJV

Figure 101 | Concept Sketch - Co-Living| DJV

Figure 102 | concept sketch - condominiums | DJV

Figure 103 | macro site plan| DJV

Figure 104 | downtown Nashville | DJV
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Performance Analysis - response to 
the site

Site Response - plan context

For the full site context, the idea was to frame the 
stix sculpture in the center of the roundabout, along 
with the rest of Nashville. Given this complex would 
act as a hub of activity for all developments south of 
the site. 

This action can be visually seen here, as the complex 
wraps around the roundabout, allowing adequate 
sight lines into the city from multiple points 
throughout the mixed use complex. 

Development in Nashville is expanding at an extreme 
rate, everything south of the site could be developed 
into high rise structures in as little as 10-15 years

Performance Analysis - response to 
the site

Site Response - Color Scheme 

The color scheme 
chosen for the 
lighting, along 
with the rest of 
the complex gained 
inspiration from the 
colors of the stix 
sculpture 

Figure 105 | Micro Site Plan | DJV

Figure 106 | Stix Colors| DJV

Figure 107 | Deck view | DJV
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Performance Analysis - response to 
the site

The theme of Nashville

Given Nashville is known throughout the world as 
the home of country music, it only seemed fitting to 
include an outdoor performance space to bring some 
of that culture into this new space. 

Performance Analysis - response to 
the typology research 

Level One 

UP

UP

UP

DN

Circulation Space:
 Residential Facilities:

Vertical Circulation:
Residential Tower Cores:

Commercial Space:
mech:

Level Two 

DN

DN

DN

UP

UP

UP

DN

DN

Circulation Space:
 Residential Facilities:

Vertical Circulation:
Residential Tower Cores:

Commercial Space:
mech:

Figure 108 | Concert Venue| DJV

Figure 109 | Level 1 Floor Plan | DJV

Figure 110 | Level 2 Floor Plan | DJV
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Level Three 

DN

DN

DN

UP

UP

Circulation Space:
 Residential Facilities:

Vertical Circulation:
Residential Tower Cores:

Commercial Space:
mech:

Level Four

DN

DN

Circulation Space:
 Residential Facilities:

Vertical Circulation:
Residential Tower Cores:

Commercial Space:
Concert Venue:

Performance Analysis - response to 
the typology research 

Level - Parking

Parking Space:
 Residential Facilities:

Vertical Circulation:
Residential Tower Cores:

Commercial Space
mech:

Performance Analysis - response to 
the typology research 

Level Seven - Co Living Space

Circulation/Community Space:
Community Facilities:

Egress:
1 Bed Studio Units:

4 Bed Dormitory Units:
6 Bed Dormitory Units:

Figure 111 | Level 3 Floor Plan | DJV

Figure 112 | Level 4 Floor Plan | DJV

Figure 113 | Level Parking Floor Plan | DJV

Figure 114 | Level 7 Co Living plan| DJV
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Performance Analysis - response to 
the typology research 

UP

UP

UP

DN

Section Cut 

East Elevation

West Elevation

Performance Analysis - response to 
the typology research 

Figure 115 | Section Cut | DJV

Figure 116 | East Elevation | DJV

Figure 117 | West Elevation | DJV
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North Elevation

Performance Analysis - response to 
the typology research 

South Elevation

Performance Analysis - response to 
the typology research 

Structural Elements 

1. Cast in Place Concrete Columns - Supports all 
floors, left bare to give aesthetic unity between the 
complex’s spaces

2. Precast concrete sections and beams - used in all 
parking spaces and sub ground level areas 

3. Steel beams - Used in all levels above the ground 
floor - left painted in fire retardant paint to give 
industrial rustic feel and unity to the spaces 

4. Cast in place concrete decking - left bare on the 
underside to give unity throughout the spaces 

5. Extended Steel framed roof structure - painted in 
a bronze color, creates unity over the 4th floor 
sky deck, this structure is tied into exterior steel 
beams connected to all towers. 

Steel Framed 
Roof Structure 

Figure 118 | North Elevation| DJV

Figure 119 | South Elevation | DJV

Figure 120 | Steel roof detail| DJV
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Performance Analysis - response to 
the typology research 

Co Living - Floor section - 
Structural Components 

This project is made up of a cast in place concrete 
members, with a combination of exposed steel beams 
on many of the spaces above the ground floor. given 
that each of the three towers is set at a separate 
angle then that of the commercial complex, a non 
uniform column layout is needed. One exception of 
this is the tower cores, which extend from the top of 
the structure all the way to the base of the parking 
garage. 

Performance Analysis - response to 
Goals and Project Emphasis

1. Locating the ambitions and needs 
of younger generations

This was brought forth by creating a co living space in 
which occupants can save money buy giving up personal 
private spaces for public shared spaces, to create 
interaction between residents with this design. 

2. Finding alternative uses for space 
to create community interaction 
throughout the day

Here, a standard 1 bed 
unit can be observed, 
there are no single 
use spaces in this unit. 
The entry way serves 
as the circulation 
for the closet space 
and entrance into the 
bathroom. The living 
room makes up the 
bedroom, the shower 
makes up the entirety 
of the bathroom, and 
so on. Each space has 
both a primary and 
alternative use. 

Figure 121 | Structure detail | DJV

Figure 122 | Studio Plan | DJV
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Performance Analysis - response to 
Goals and Project Emphasis

3. Understand the working relationship
Between individuals residing together

This was decided, by creating a separation from public 
and private spaces. It was deemed that certain actions 
were better suited for private spaces, such as offices 
and rest rooms, while facilities such as the kitchen 
would be better served as a community space. 

Performance Analysis - response to 
Goals and Project Emphasis

4. Create alternate uses of the project 
besides its primary residency use. 

The goal of finding alternative uses for the project 
was completed by created a mixed use complex in which 
the residency sits, the complex is in use by a variety of 
users 24 hours per day. 

5. All ideas must be feasible in today’s 
society, this refers to both cost and 
practicality. 

This goal was met, as all spaces are uniform and are 
realistic in terms of build-ability. 

6. Find alternative means of dwelling 
for the ideal user.

This goal really makes up the entire network of the 
project, while co living is a fantastic idea for many of 
the residents of this complex, frankly the underlying 
idea may not be the best fit for certain personalities. 
By creating that offset between private and public 
spaces, this complex fits the needs of a general base 
of occupants. 

Figure 123 | Co Living Kitchen| DJV
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Performance Analysis - response to 
Goals and Project Emphasis

Creating an inviting living situation, 
within a community of like minded 
people. 

Performance Analysis - response to 
Goals and Project Emphasis

Figure 124 | Co Living game room| DJV Figure 126 | Studio Unit | DJV

Figure 125 | Studio Unit | DJV Figure 127 | Studio Unit| DJV
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Performance Analysis - response to 
Goals and Project Emphasis

Performance Analysis - response to 
Goals and Project Emphasis

Figure 128 | Studio Bathroom| DJV Figure 130 | Co Living Community Space| DJV

Figure 129 | Studio Bed | DJV Figure 131 | Studio Unit| DJV
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Critique of applied research 
methods used in the thesis project

Throughout the project, I went to in depth lengths 
to consider all possibilities for the design 
solution. Through looking at existing examples of 
relevant works, finding space saving design ideas, 
researching economic impacts of student loans/
living accommodations, along with researching 
regulations on the housing market and the history 
of said regulation. Finding the perfect solution 
seemed obvious, however the subject I feel I fell 
short on pertained to seeing this from a real estate 
and developer point of view. I think looking back if I 
were to change my approach, I would have seen about 
interviewing a mixed use developer of a metropolitan 
area, and run them by the situation. Seeing how 
they would respond to these challenges, could 
have greatly changed my ending project. As many of 
the critique’s had said during my presentation, the 
link between the private residencies, and the public 
commercial space was fairly weak in terms of relevant 
uses. Simply joining two spaces together, because the 
thought that they have been repeated elsewhere, may 
not have been the best way to go about this situation. 
in an alternate project, changed would have been 
made.

What to change? 

 Photograph of the project 
installation

Figure 132 | Presentation Board| DJV
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 TEA HOUSE | MOORHEAD, MN  
 DESIGNING WITH CONCEPT AND PURPOSE 

SPRING 2016 | JOAN VORDERBRUGGEN

 MONTESSORI SCHOOL | FARGO, ND
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FALL 2016 | REGIN SCHWAEN

 VISITOR CENTER | COOPERSTOWN, ND   
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 CONSERVATORY | FARGO, ND 
 ADDITION TO THE PLAINS ART MUSEUM, GREENHOUSE AND  
 CONSERVATORY 
SPRING 2017 | MARK BARNHOUSE 

 APPAREO ELECTRONICS FACTORY| FARGO, ND
 ELECTRONICS FACTORY ADDITION, INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

 SANFORD SAME DAY SURGERY | FARGO, ND
 HEALTHCARE DESIGN WITH CIRCULATION AND EFFICIENCY 
IN   MIND
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4TH YEAR
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 HIGH RISE | SAN FRANCISCO, CA 
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